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Transformers: Fall of Cybertron is a forthcoming third-person perspective shooter video game
featuring a epic story, apocalyptic setting and massive gameplay variety, and the game is a sequel
to Transformers: War for Cybertron (2010 video game) and features advanced customization seen
ever before in a Transformer game. The game is being developed for Microsoft Windows,
PlayStation 3 and Xbox 360 by High Moon Studios, Mercenary Technology (PC) and will be
published by Activision. The game is set to be released on August 21 and August 24, 2012 in NA
and EU respectively.

The game story is similar to that of its predecessor Transformers: War for Cybertron, where the
apocalyptic battle takes place between Autobots and their Deception enemies, Autobots marks their
place with super powers and amazing abilities and gets indulge in an apocalyptic battle for their
home planet of Cybertron.

Transformers: Fall of Cybertron features intense combat and a dynamically transform experience
between robot and vehicle form and other forms to change the battle as you choose, and features
awesome gameplay elements that are significantly upgraded. The game features amazing forming,
blasting and stealth action, melee combat is really good. There are huge characters in the gameplay
including Optimus Prime, Dinobots and others. Every character will have their own special and
unique abilities which let them convert their selves from robot to alternate mode to defeat their
enemies. The Autobot Grimlock is the one of the robots that can convert himself into a dinosaur
which is controlled differently than other characters, but the thing is that Grimlock is not able to
transform at his will, instead when he gains enough rage he gets transformed into a ferocious
Dinobot and can perform massive damage.

The game features massive gameplay variety, there is â€œEscalationâ€• horde type game-mode, co-op
mode, especially the multiplayer gameplay with truly custom transformers with up to 12 players. Get
ready to join the apocalyptic war with the biggest game on Xbox 360, PlayStation 3 game.

Transformers: Fall of Cybertron is marked as one of the biggest Xbox 360 games of 2012 and is
awarded as E3 2012 best of show winner, without question this is one of the Most anticipated game
of 2012.
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